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A controlled quantum SWAP logic gate in a
4-center metal complex

Mohamed Hliwa, Jacques Bonvoisin and Christian Joachim

Abstract A monomolecular four center low spin paramagnetic organometallic com-
plex is proposed and theoretically studied to work as a controlled quantum swap
molecule logic gate. The magnetic super-exchange interaction between the 2 in-
tramolecular qubits depends on the oxydation state of a third intermediate center
itself controlled by an intervalence electron transfer process. A model system is
build up using entangled spin qubits in the framework of an Heisenberg-Dirac-Van
Vleck like spin Hamiltonian demonstrating the effective swapping operation of this
complex.

1 Introduction

Interconnected in an electrical circuit, single moleculescan enter in the con-
struction of a calculating unit [1]. A single molecule can also be the calculating
unit by itself either in a semi-classical [2, 3] or in a quantum like architecture ap-
proach [4]. For a quantum like architecture, the input data can be encoded either
in the initial quantum state [5] or in the Hamiltonian [6] of the electronic states of
the molecule. For the former, the qubits are positioned along the molecular board.
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The quantum inputs are encoded in specific non stationnary states of the molecule
electronic structure. For performing a quantum computation, Rabi like oscillations
result which will fade out due to decoherence and relaxationprocesses [7]. In the
time interval between the initial qubit preparation and theprogressive involvement
of a decoherence process, it is therefore important to control when to start and when
to stop the quantum computation.

Let us consider the simple example of an interacting 2 qubitssystem described by
the hamiltonianH = H0 + λ I defined on the{|i j〉}i, j=0,1 canonical basis set where
I describes the qubit interactions. Whenλ is no zero, a swapping operationUS on
the 2 qubits is defined byUS |i j〉 = | j i〉[8]. Over thetn time series,US = exp

(

−i H
h̄ t

)

for t = tn. Whenλ is set to zero the{|i j〉} basis set is theH eigenbasis set and there
is no swapping. Therefore to control a swapping operation, the solution presented
in this letter is to switch ON and OFF the interactions between the qubits using an
external stimulus. Mixed valence organo-metallic complexmolecules are very well
adapted for such a control swapping. First, an organometallic complexe can be pre-
pared in low spin oxydation states. Under a static magnetic field, this defines a set of
qubits each localized on one metallic center [9]. Second, through bond magnetic su-
perexchange interactions along the organic board of the organo-metallic molecule
mediate the quantum information between the qubits with a moderate interaction
decay between them as a function of the board length [10]. Third, intramolecular
electron transfer processes are known to control the magnetic super exchange inter-
action [14], a nice way to control the swapping.

In this letter, a generic 4-metal center organometallic mixed valence complex is
proposed able to perform a swapping operation controlled bylight. After the initial
preparation of the intramolecular qubits system, the swap can be initiated at will and
stop before the decoherence by a reverse intramolecular electron transfer process.
In the subsection 2.1, the chemical structure, the swappingprocess and its control
on this 4-center organometallic complex are presented. In the subsection 2.2, the
Hilbert space to model this 3-center/3-electron system is presented and in subsection
2.3 the corresponding valence bond like magnetic Hamiltonian. In section 3, this
Hamiltonian is used to demonstrate how the swapping is performed when the qubit
magnetic interactions is ON.

2 The swaping molecule gate structure and design

2.1 The controlled swapping mechanism

The structure of a controlled swap molecule is presented in figure 1. In this 4 metal
center organometallic complex, theM1 andM2 sites are carrying the two qubits
which are paramagnetic Low Spin (LS) within a doublet groundstate.Mn+

1 andMn+
2

are stabilized in their respective oxidation state by theirown coordination sphere.
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They are in magnetic interaction via conjugated organic bridges, through a third
central metal ionMm+

3 . This through bond super-exchange magnetic interaction can
be switched ON and OFF depending on theM3 oxidation state. This state can be
changed fromm = n (doublet electronic ground state) tom = n−1 (singlet electronic
ground state) by exciting the Inter-Valence Transition (IVT) (or Metal-Metal Charge
Transfer (MMCT)) band of the lateralM3 −M4 mixed valence part of this 4 center
complex.M3 is the control swapping site of the gate.

hν

OFF

M1
n+

2
n+M

M3
(n−1)+ M 4

n+

Vab
J

M1
n+

M 4
(n−1)+

ON
2
n+M

M 3
n+J

Vab

Fig. 1 The model structure of a 4-center controlled swap organometallic complex. The magnetic
interaction between the metal centersM1 andM2 can be switched ON or OFF depending on the
oxidation state ofM3 which changes respectively fromn to (n−1) under electron transfer between
M3 andM4 induced by a specific light radiation. “OFF” is the initial ground state configuration and
“ON” the swapping state of the molecule.Vab is the electronic through bond interaction between
M3 andM4 in their respective oxidation states.J is the spin super-exchange interactions between
M1 andM2 centers throughM3.

When constituted of four identical metallic centersM, the special feature of this
molecular structure is that the coordination spheres around each metal ion can be
different by chosen different substituents on the surrounding ligands opening a pos-
sible optical selective excitation of each center to prepare a given qubits state super-
position. A realistic chemical structure of this swap molecule is presented in figure
2 whereM is a ruthenium. As required, this molecule is a non symmetrictetranu-
clear complex where all the peripheral ruthenium entities are different from each
other due to their different coordination spheres (R1 6= R2 6= R4). Several necessary
chemical steps towards this target molecules have been made[11, 12, 13]

2.2 The model electronic basis set

Each external metal ionMn+
1 andMn+

2 of the complex hold an unpaired electron(s =
1
2,ms = ± 1

2) spin state. Under a static external magnetic field, each defines a well
localised qubit which can be prepared in a quantum superposition α

∣

∣

1
2

〉

+ β
∣

∣− 1
2

〉

.
WhenM3 is in its (n−1)+ oxidation state, the magnetic interaction betweenMn+

1
andMn+

2 is negligible and the two qubits are not in interaction and each qubit center
can be prepared separatly. When theM3 is switched on in itsn+ oxidation state,
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Fig. 2 A possible chemical structure of the proposed swap moleculewhose controlled swapping
process is presented in this letter.

Mn+
1 andMn+

2 are magnetically coupled through the organic ligands viaMn+
3 and

the swapping begin [14].
Thus, to model this swapping operation, we have to consider the spin interaction

between two unpaired electrons each one localized on one metal of two bonded cen-
ters, namelyMn+

1 −Mn+
3 andMn+

2 −Mn+
3 . The spin interaction between the electrons

on sitesM1 andM2 is described by an effective magnetic coupling by considering
only two 1-qubits, one on each of the two target centers. The initial state is prepared
within two paired electrons on the siteM4 and a single electron on each one of the
sitesM1, M2 andM3. Therefore, to construct the basis set describing the swapping
process, only 3 active centers have to be considered that is the 3 paramagnetic sites
M1, M2 (the qubits sites) andM3 (the control site).

Electron indicernability imposes the use of a Slater determinant canonical basis
set:

{|101〉 , |011〉 , |100〉 , |010〉 , |001〉 , |110〉} (1)

to model the swaping operation on this 3-electron/3-activesites electronic system.
The swap mechanism using theM1-M2 spin super-exchange mechanism is rep-

resented in figure 3 for each possible canonical preparationstate. The intermediate
states described by the determinants|110〉 and|001〉 correspond to states in which
the spin of the qubit sites have the samems value. The preparation state can be one
of the states represented by one of the determinants at the left or at the right in fig-
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ure 3 and the final state is its antagonist. To model the swapping, the model Hilbert
space generated by those 6 determinants can be partitioned into two subspaces :

(i) A model subspace which contains the configurations wherethe qubit sitesM1
andM2 have spins with the opposite signs and for which the control site M3 have
eitherα or β spin.

{|010〉 , |100〉 , |011〉 , |101〉} (2)

(ii) an intermediate subspace which contains the configurations for which the
qubit sites have spins oriented in the same direction and where the control site
have eitherα or β spin.

{|110〉 , |001〉} (3)

Whatever the electron spin state on theM3 site and to prepare an initial doublet
state (S = 1

2) of type|010〉 or |011〉, there is a probability|C0|2 to form |010〉 ; (ms =

− 1
2) and a probability|C1|2 to form |011〉 ; (ms = 1

2). Because of the degeneracy of
those 2 states and by symmetry|C0|2 and|C1|2 can be taken equal to12.

Those six configurations (micro-states) are two by two maximally quantum en-
tangled so that instead of (2) and (3), two other subspaces ofour model Hilbert space
can be defined : a swaping subspace generated by (4) and the control sub-space gen-
erated by (5):







1√
2
[|101〉± |100〉] =

∣

∣

∣Φg,u
M1M̄2

〉

1√
2
[|011〉± |010〉] =

∣

∣

∣Φg,u
M̄1M2

〉 (4)

1√
2

[|110〉± |001〉] =
∣

∣

∣Φg,u
M1M2,M̄1M̄2

〉

(5)

They are expressed as symmetric and antisymmetric linear combinations of the
entangled components of the above defined model and intermediate spaces. Note
that those new symmetric and anti-symmetric states are orthonormal and conse-
quently not coupled together by symmetry. This allows to describe the qubits super-
exchange interactions by a 2-bloc diagonal hamiltonian built separately on the sym-
metricg and on the anti-symmetricu parts.

2.3 The controlled swap hamiltonian in the interaction picture

In absence of an external magnetic field and when the spin-orbit interactions
are neglected, the interaction between two or more paramagnetic centers can be
described through spin operators which acts only on local effective spin eigenfunc-
tions and therefore represented on the basis set of its localized spin eigenstates.
In a such case, the so-called Heisenberg-Dirac-Van Vleck spin-hamiltonianHHDVV

[15, 16, 17] is the most commonly used. Many formulations of the HHDVV can be
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Fig. 3 schematic representation of the swapping mechanism

founded in literature [18, 19, 20], it is a pair interaction operator and usually it takes
the form :

ĤHDVV = ∑
i> j

−J(−→ri j)
−̂→
Si .

−̂→
S j (6)

whereJ is the spin exchange coupling constant, generally depending on the dis-
tanceri j between two electrons localized on centersi and j. Let us consider the
two qubit magnetic sitesM1 andM2 so distant from each other that they do not
interact through space directly. Each one is through ligandinteracting with the third
magnetic siteM3 (control site). In such case, we can write

{

J = J13 = J23

J12 = 0
(7)

between the spin exchange constants andĤHDVV can be simply rewriten:

ĤHDVV = −J(Ŝ1Ŝ3 + Ŝ2Ŝ3) (8)

Then, if one uses the 6 Slater determinants in (2) and (3) plusthe two determi-
nants|000〉 and|111〉 corresponding to the degenerated and non-interacting quadru-
plet states, a(8×8) HDVV hamiltonian matrix can be constructed to describe our
magnetic system. This matrix is bloc-diagonal and containstwo diagonal elements
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which correspond to the pure quadriplet states and two(3× 3) bloc matrices in-
volving configurations (micro-states) which are doublets formed by two electrons
holding the same spin and the third one with a spin of the opposite orientation.
Inside the(3×3) bloc built on the partial basis set{|001〉 , |010〉 , |100〉}, the con-
figurations|010〉 and |100〉 are not directly coupled but are mutually interacting via
the configuration|001〉. In the second(3×3) bloc, the interaction between the con-
figurations|011〉 and |101〉 is also passing through the configuration|110〉. This is
resulting from two successive permutations between spin ofopposite signs, firstly
for a single occupied magnetic sitesM1 andM3 (or M2 andM3) and secondly a
spin permutation ( or a spin exchange ) between electrons on sitesM3 andM2 (or
M3 andM1). The first spin exchange operation gives rise to an intermediate micro-
state in which the spin momentum at sitesM1 andM2 have the samems value and
the control site M3 has anms value with the opposite sign of its initial value. The
second operation restores thems value on the magnetic siteM3 and performs the
complete interchange between the sign-oppositems values on thetarget sitesM1
andM2. the relative energy of the intermediate micro-states is equal to+ J

2 and the
magnetic coupling exchange energy is equal to− J

2 . Diagonalization of thisHDVV
matrix will provide 8 eigenstates corresponding to 8 non-entangled quantum states
which are 2 by 2 degenerated and consequently the configurational mixed states
define four doubly degenerated energy levels.

On this magnetic Hamiltonian, the effect of an external static magnetic field
−→
Bz

can be modeled by the hamiltonian: (9)

ĤB = µB
−̂→
B z.

−̂→
S = µBB̂zŜz

= ΛzŜz = Λz(Ŝ1z + Ŝ2z + Ŝ3z)
(9)

whereµB, B̂z andŜiz are respectively the Bohr magneton, the quantificationz−
axis projection of the magnetic field vector and of the spin momentum localized
at a given magnetic siteMi. By introducing (9) in (8), one obtains a newHHDVV

Hamiltonian matrix in which the doubly degeneracy in each(3×3)-bloc diagonal
sub-matrix are removed as it is shown in the matrix given in (10). The effect of

−→
Bz

is to shift the energies of the matrix diagonal elements and consequently to remove
the degeneracies between each pair of theHHDVV eigenstates. The finalHHDVV +HB

(8×8)-Hamiltonian matrix is given by:
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|000〉 |001〉 |010〉 |100〉 |011〉 |101〉 |110〉 |111〉




























































|000〉 − J−3Λz
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

|001〉 0 + J+Λz
2 − J

2 − J
2 0 0 0 0

|010〉 0 − J
2

Λz
2 0 0 0 0 0

|100〉 0 − J
2 0 Λz

2 0 0 0 0
|011〉 0 0 0 0 −Λz

2 0 − J
2 0

|101〉 0 0 0 0 0 −Λz
2 − J

2 0
|110〉 0 0 0 0 − J

2 − J
2 + J−Λz

2 0
|111〉 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 − J+3Λz

2

(10)

In the framework of the Heisenberg interaction representation, this is the valence
bond like Hamiltonian matrix used in the next section to get the swapping Hamil-
tonian matrix on the canonical basis set of the 3-qubit supporting the swap logic
function between the two qubits at the magnetic sitesM1 andM2 controlled by the
qubit at the siteM3. The spin super-exchange mechanism between the siteM1 and
M2 is performed in two steps. A super-exchange occurs firstly between one of the
target sitesM1 (or M2) and the control siteM3. The second step consists in a spin
permutation between the siteM3 and the other qubit siteM2 (or M1). For its initial
and final states, a two step transformation has a configuration where the two spins
localised on each qubit site have an opposite signms value (+ 1

2 or -1
2), but has an

intermediate state configuration within spins on the targetsites having the samems

value.

3 The time dependent swapping operation

Since the swap system is only defined on the doublet states, one need, for ex-
ample, to use the symmetric determinant combinationsg. In this case, the final

model Hilbert space is generated by the three determinants
∣

∣

∣Φg
M1M̄2

〉

,

∣

∣

∣Φg
M̄1M2

〉

and
∣

∣

∣Φg
M1M2,M̄1M̄2

〉

given in (4) and (5). Describing the swaping process and given in J

unit, the corresponding(3×3)-block Hamiltonian matrix coming from (11) can be
written on this basis set:

∣

∣

∣
Φg

M1M̄2

〉 ∣

∣

∣
Φg

M̄1M2

〉 ∣

∣

∣
Φg

M1M2,M̄1M̄2

〉

















∣

∣

∣Φg
M1M̄2

〉

1
2 0 − 1

6
√

2
∣

∣

∣Φg
M̄1M2

〉

0 1
2 − 1

6
√

2
∣

∣

∣Φg
M1M2,M̄1M̄2

〉

− 1
6
√

2
− 1

6
√

2
5
16

(11)
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Notice that (11) is free from the static magnetic field contribution. The totalŜz

operator action on each state of the final swap space gives zero as eigenvalue. On
each site, the role played by the magnetic field is only to liftup the degeneracy
between theα andβ electron spins so that the swapping process can be initiatedon
well determined qubits inside the molecule with no direct influence on the process
itself.

To determine the swap oscillation frequency and the time-dependent probabil-
ity to find the system in a given quantum state, we have solved the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation using (11). In this representation, the Rabi oscillation fre-

quency between, for instance, an initial state|φi〉 =
∣

∣

∣Φg
M1M̄2

〉

and a final state
∣

∣φ f
〉

=
∣

∣

∣Φg
M̄1M2

〉

is given by their effective magnetic coupling via the intermedi-

ate state|φm〉 =
∣

∣

∣Φg
M1M2,M̄1M̄2

〉

. The calculation of this effective coupling is per-

formed by partitionning the total active space HamiltonianH given in (11) as
H = PHP+QHQ+PHQ+QHP, whereP = |φi〉〈φi|+

∣

∣φ f
〉〈

φ f
∣

∣ andQ = |φm〉 〈φm|
are the projectors respectively defined on the qubits and thecontrol subspaces. Then,
starting from a given initial state, the time-dependent probability to find the system

in a final state is given byP f (t) =

∣

∣

∣

∣

〈

φ f

∣

∣

∣

∣

ψ(t)

〉∣

∣

∣

∣

2

, where|ψ(t)〉 = ∑n Cn(t) |ψn〉
and|ψn〉 are the (11) eigenvectors. The time-dependent quantum evolution of this 3-
state swap system results from the superposition of 3 sinusoidals whose frequencies
can be calculated by the 2-by-2 difference of the eigenvalues and their respective
weight by using the time dependent population Fourier transform. The fundamental
frequency of the corresponding Fourier spectrum can also beextracted using the ef-
fective HamiltonianHe f f = PU−1HUP expressed on the basis set associated to the
qubits P-space whereU is a non unitary transformation which bloc-diagonalize the
total swap HamiltonianH [21]. Using this transformation, the calculated effective

magnetic couplingHe f f
i f =

∣

∣

∣E
e f f
f −Ee f f

i

∣

∣

∣

2 between the 2 qubits through the central con-
trol site is equal to 0.0497 (inJ unit). The corresponding calculated time-dependent
(i → f ) oscillation probabilities are reported in figure 4. The firstmaximum of
P f (t) giving the fundamental swap oscillation frequency is reached at the time
t = π h̄

2He f f
i f

that is 31.562h̄
J sec. As an example, for a standardJ = 100cm−1 [22], the

swapping oscillation frequency is 597GHz.
As compared to a non-controlled swapping system where the 2 qubits are directly

through space interacting to operate a swap, our intermediate control site is not
perturbing a lot the swapping operation. The time dependentevolution is a little
deformed by the presence of the controlling intermediate site. But the 2 additional
frequency components in the swapping time dependent quantum process have a
small enough contribution to preserve a nice Rabi like oscillation of the swapping
in time as presented in figure 4.

In conclusion, we have proposed a molecule and a model to implement a quantum
controlled swap molecule logic gate. The swapping process involves 3 paramagnetic
adjacents centers, the preparation of the active sites is firstly initiated by switching
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ON an appropriate light radiation to transfert an electron from the controlling site
to the passive 4th center. The active qubits formation is initiated by applying an
static magnetic field. This external static magnetic field isnecessary to define the
qubits on the molecule but its magnitude do not influences theswapping time. From
an experimental point of view, several techniques are underdevelopment to detect
[5, 23], adress [24], flip [25], visualize [26] or probe [27] single spins on a molecule
with an enough spatial resolution to input the quantum information on our swap
molecule logic gate. It remains to adapt the design of the presented molecule for the
swapping operation to work on a surface.

J
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Fig. 4 The controlled swap time-dependent probability.P f (t) andPi(t). These Rabi oscillations
curves are obtained by usingH (solid lines) orHe f f (dashed lines).
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